
IDR 22,000
When you need a cleanse, order up our 

cucumber juice for an antioxidant boost.

Timun / Timun Serut IDR 22,000
A drink with a familiar tropical �avor, 

tangy and sweet at the same time.

Markisa

IDR 22,000
Refreshingly sweet and hydrating,

enjoy a choke full of yummy vitamins too.

Semangka IDR 22,000
Refreshingly sweet with a tad of sour 

taste and saltiness, a must-try!

Kedondong

IDR 22,000
Homemade-style fresh orange juice 

that’s superbly healthy for you.

Jeruk IDR 25,000
A real Indonesian fruit cocktail, indulge in 

our fresh assortments of yummy fruits and 

sweet taste.

Mix Buah

BUAH 

IDR 22,000
Loaded with vitamin C, get the real 

taste of  sweet and juicy pineapple.

Nenas IDR 22,000
For better digestion, our lime juice is 

zesty fresh and naturally sweet.

Jeruk Nipis

Alcohol-free drink with buzzing party appeal, our 
mocktail adds a splash of fun and a blast of refresh-
ing to your meal. 

Quench your thirst the cool and colorful ways! We use the freshest 

fruits with just the right mix of other beverages to create a 

sensational taste. 

MOCKTAIL BUNDA

When you want your nutritions served up cool, 
delicious and sweet,  order up Bunda’s fruit smoothies 
and juice. All fresh, all yummy, all healthy.  

Presenting the best selection of cool drinks the best way possible, 

our secret in these winning drinks are the juiciest, sweetest, and 

freshests fruits. Just one sip and you’ll know it!

SMOOTHIES & BUAH
MOCKTAIL
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IDR 22,000
Try this light yet wholesome soursop 

juice for maximum health bene�ts.

Sirsak IDR 22,000
Creamy,yummy and healthy, it's time to 

indulge with our deliciously rich Avocado 

juice.

Alpukat

Red Soldier

Reporting for duty! Both watermel-

on juice and lychee syrup are ready 

to take down any heat coming your 

way. 

Padang Cooler

Cool cucumber and zesty pineapple 

in the mix, let this duo-juice whisks 

you away on a tropical fantasy 

during a hot sunny day.

Bloom Cooler

A normal-sized drink with BIG taste. 

Here comes lychee, elder�ower and 

simple syrup all shaken with soda 

water! Strawberry & lychee toppings 

complete your drink. 

Cha Cha Berry

Presenting the threesome cha-cha 

dance of cranberry juice, passion 

fruit syrup and fresh orange juice. Jack Rabbit

Get your �ll of energy with our 

carrot juice, milk, simple syrup with 

a hint of fresh lemon, guaranteed to 

keep you going!

Pinnochio

Only the freshest here!

Passionfruit and peach syrup,

fresh orange juice and 

pineapple juice - all shaken with 

a splash of lemon zest. 

Limau Moerni 
( Available Hot & Iced)

A balance of pure calaman-

si juice and simple syrup on 

the side for that sweet 

tang. Drink up from your 

salt-rimmed glass for that 

awesome �nal touch. 

Kiwi Smoothies
IDR 25,000

Bunda special kiwi smoothie that 

makes you feel great from the inside 

and out, get a boost of vitamin, 

mineral and �bre that is yummy and 

fresh. 

Strawberry Smoothies
IDR 25,000

A pink perfection everyone must try 

at least once in their visit to Bunda’s 

house, our strawberry smoothie is as 

smooth as is creamy and delightful. 

Jamaican Punch

A unique �avor that reminds you of 

summer, get a sip of pure orange and 

lemongrass juice shaken garnished with 

basil seeds and mint leaves.

Dondong Mojito

Crushed lime fruit meets dondong 

juice and simple syrup, top with 

sizzling soda water with a hint of 

minty fresh as garnish.

Mango Julius

Up for our smoothie? Here comes a 

blend of mango and fresh pineapple 

juice, top with passion fruit seeds 

and mint leaves. 

Mango Smoothies
IDR 25,000

Hello Mango-licious! We present an 

ultra smooth and sweet mango 

smoothie that will make you go to 

the very last slurp.

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

IDR 29,500

SPR
Sticky Note
Dondong Mojito Crushed lime meets kedondong juice and simple syrup, topped with sizzling soda and minty fresh garnish. Red SoldierReporting for duty! Watermelon juice and lychee syrup are ready to take down the heat coming your way. Limau MoerniA balance of pure calamansi juice and simple syrup on the side. Served in salt-rimmed glass for that awesome final touch. Jack RabbitGet your energy with carrot juice, milk, simple syrup with a hint of fresh lemon. Guaranteed to keep you going!Jamaican PunchA unique flavor that reminds you of summer, get a sip of pure orange and lemongrass juice shaken. Basil seeds and mint leaves complete your drinkMango Juliustop jadi topped

SPR
Sticky Note
Mango SmoothieThat will keep you going to the very last slurp



There are two types of coffee lovers in this world : those who drink it 
and those who live it. No matter which category you belong too, Bunda 
welcomes you all. 

Tantalizing aroma, intoxicating taste and excellent body, coffee is a serious business here 

at Rasa Bunda. Still, we have a few fun coffee options you can indulge too!

IDR 15,000
When you want it neat, straight to the point and 

never disappoint, our authentic black coffee is about 

strong aroma and true taste. 

Kopi Hitam available in Hot/Iced

IDR 20,000
Can’t function without a good cup of latte? That’s 

what we’re here for! Either a mocha coffee or our 

real latte to make it alright again. 

Kopi Mocha available in Hot/Iced

IDR 27,000
Made just the way you like it, rich, �avorful, not too 

sweet and extra sinful!

Cokelat 

IDR 20,000
Ready for this jelly? Our mix of espresso, fresh 

milk and homemade coffee jelly all combined for 

your fun enjoyment. 

Kopi Jelly

IDR 20,000
A double espresso, fresh milk, vanilla ice cream and 

brown sugar, all shaken for a wholesome drink, 

Es Kopi Bunda

IDR 11,000 / 20,000
Full-�avored and extra concentrated, pick your dose of true 

espresso from our �nely ground coffee beans. 

Espresso Single/ Double

IDR 20,000
Better than your normal brown sugar, Bunda’s 

homemade one is just the perfect addition to our ice 

latte. 

Es Kopi Malaka IDR 20,000
When you want a taste of chocolate, this is what we 

recommend. A double espresso, fresh milk, chocolate 

ice cream and syrup, all shaken up!

Es Moka Lava

TEH
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Kopi Alpukat Jelly
IDR 20,000

Good mood starts here with a platter of 

creamy avocado with chocolate and 

vanilla ice cream, a side of coffee jelly 

and a shot of espresso. Karamel Affogato
IDR 20,000

Get ready for this : 2 scoops of vanilla 

ice cream, heavy drizzle of sinful 

caramel sauce, and a serving of black 

espresso on the side. 

Teh Semasa Belanda
IDR 26,000

A traditional cup of aromatic tea with 

honey-infused homemade herbs on the 

side. 

Teh Serai
IDR 26,000

Lemongrass-dipped tea with a shot of 

honey.

Kopi Susu

Bunda presents the traditional Kopi, 

but with fresh milk in the mix. It’s an 

old taste with good story to tell.

available in Hot/Iced

IDR 20,000

TEH

Bunda’s personal favorite drink, our tea is more than just a drink. 
It’s a tribute to tradition where fragrance tells nostalgia, and 
�avor is �lled with love. 

Need more reason to drink tea? Other than its calming effect, a cup of tea promises 

antioxidants and a string of healthy bene�ts too. 

Tea IDR 9,000

Mineral Water IDR 8,000

Tea with Sugar IDR 10,000

Teh Omah Apung IDR 26,000

Teh Peach IDR 20,000

Teh Passionfruit IDR 20,000

Teh Blueberry IDR 20,000

Teh Lychee IDR 20,000

Teh Lemon IDR 20,000

SPR
Sticky Note
TehBunda's personal favorit, our tea is more than just a drink. It's a tribute to tradition where fragrance tells of nostalgia and each flavor speaks of love. 

SPR
Sticky Note
Kopi Alpukat JellyGood mood starts here with a platter of creamy avocado, chocolate, vanilla ice cream and a side of coffee jelly plus espresso shot. Kopi SusuBunda presents a serving of traditional Kopi with fresh milk in the mix. It's the familiar feel your taste buds are looking for. Kopi MochaCan't function without a good cup of coffee? That's what we're here for! Either hot or cold Mocha makes it alright again. Es Kopi BundaEnd with titik, not koma



COMBO MENU

IDR 17,000

Before roasting, our chefs spend 

hours slow-cooking the meat till it 

reaches tender texture and

excellent taste. 

Ayam BakarAyam Goreng Bumbu
IDR 17,000
All the right �avors in our Galangal 

Fried Chicken, served with extra 

crunchy sprinkles you can’t get 

enough of. 

IDR 17,000

Do not underestimate the power of 

our green chili! It’s every bit addictive, 

spicy and yummy. 

Ayam Cabe IjoAyam Sambal Merah 
IDR 17,000

Red hot and delicious, we serve our 

chicken like we mean it and you’ll 

come back for seconds.

IDR 17,000

Cooked 6-8 hours in simmering 

coconut milk and Indonesian spices, 

our lip-smacking Chicken Rendang 

always wins. 

Ayam RendangAyam Gulai 
IDR 17,000

Rich, spicy and super indulging, only 

the real Minang taste ala Bunda with 

our Ayam Gulai. 

Onde Mande3 Combination
IDR 190,000
Best things come in three: Green Chili 

Fried Eels, our Special Homemade 

Squidballs and Crispy Fried Prawns

Onde Ganda
IDR 160,000
Prepare for double deliciousness, our 

Special Homemade Squidballs and the 

super crunchy Salted Egg Fish Maw

( hu pio )

Salero Platter
IDR 50,000
A Minang Style Fried Combo ala 

Bunda, get your appetite ready for 

our Potato Fritters, Thick Omelette, 

and Fried Tempeh. 

Seafood Saos Padang
IDR 105,000
Deep-fried �sh �llets, prawns and 

squids served with  our signature 

Padang sauce ( sauce available in 

separate serving )

Balado Platter
IDR 75,000
A 3-in-1 bombalicious all-balado dish : 

Red Chilli Prawns, Spicy Squids, and 

Chicken Gizzard with Potato 

( Sambalado Kentang Ampela )

COMBO MENU
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Fit for a party & perfect for sharing! Our Combo 
Menu offers different platters of delicious sensation 
to get everyone’s good time going.

Any meal is not complete until the chicken dish makes an 
entrance. Enjoy our wide variety of chicken goodness, all served 
fresh and nothing less.

MENU AYAM
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Ayam Tangkap Bunda
IDR 90,000

Capture the real taste of Nusantara 

that is extra fragrant and authentic, 

the Rasa Bunda way. 

AYAM

Any meal is not complete until the chicken dish makes 
an entrance. Enjoy our wide variety of chicken 
goodness, all served fresh and nothing less.



Ayam Gurih
IDR 85,000
With extra crunchy sprinkles, this 

golden whole-chicken perfection is 

what everyone always waits for. 

Simple & delicious, just how Bunda 

likes it!

Ayam Panggang
IDR 95,000
Seasoned in our secret sauce and 

grilled whole in traditional style, our 

grilled chicken is juicy and extra 

�avorful. 

½
IDR 80,000
Half the size, 100% wholesome! 

This serving is great for personal 

or 2 person max.

Whole
IDR 145,000
Are you ready for it? Fit for 

3-4 persons, order up a whole 

duck to share and indulge.

Bebek Denpasar

Bebek Matah

MENU AYAM
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Ayam Merauke IDR 85,000
Small chicken bites with a garlic �avor you can’t get enough. 

Served extra dry, completely crunchy and 100% satisfying. 

Bistik Ayam IDR 60,000
Our fusion-style chicken steak is made of boneless �llet that is deep 

fried with premium batter then drizzled in special sauce. 

Ayam Mentega IDR 85,000
Deep fried small chicken pieces that are stir-fried to a sweet and 

buttery golden taste. 

Daging Rendang Sapi IDR 20,000
Best & juiciest tenderloin parts, marinated and slow-cooked in rich 

Rendang spices for up to 8 hours to reach our true 

traditional taste.

Dendeng Maharaja IDR 85,000
Thick beef jerky with the Maharaja taste! Deeply seasoned, 

charcoaled grilled to perfection, and served with a side 

of special sambal. 

Buntut Goreng IDR 98,000
Yet to try our Fried Oxtail? Well your taste buds are in for a 

tasteful surprise of everything nice!

Kari Kambing IDR 40,000
Get the authentic curry taste in this golden goodness. The secret is 

in our careful prep, slow-cooking method, and of course, 

Bunda’s spices. 

Urat Sapi Tumis Ayam IDR 75,000
Fresh beef tendons meet chicken meat in a hot wok for a delicious 

love affair. 

MENU BEBEK
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Rich, juicy and �avorful, there’s no reason to not add 
duck-meat into your gastronomic culinary journey.
Especially so when you’re at Rasa Bunda.

The list might be short, but it’s super effective in making one memorable 

dining experience. Don’t wait up for special occasions,

let our ducks delight!

In the hands of the right chefs, meat can be the most rewarding dish. 
We know, because our chefs aim to reward you everyday, everyway.

Get ready for our tender meat lovin’! Served up in thick traditional spices with long 

cooking method, it’s simply a happy-guarantee. 

Any meal is not complete until the 
chicken dish makes an entrance. Enjoy our 
wide variety of chicken goodness, all 
served fresh and nothing less. BEBEK

DAGING

Ayam Telur Asin
IDR 85,000
Not your ordinary chicken dish, you'll 

love our generous, authentic and 

highly addictive fried chicken with 

salted egg.

MENU DAGING
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MENU IKAN
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There's no dish like �sh! Rasa Bunda presents �sh 
that is as fresh as it gets, in the cooking style that 
honors our tradition: with respect and extra care. 

Do you know? Fish is a low-fat high quality protein meat with a 

wide range of health bene�ts. Eating �sh regularly is good for 

your overall health, including mind, skin and hair too!

Gurami Goreng IDR 16,500/ons

Deep fried carp in whole served golden dry with a side of fresh 

sambal matah or exciting saus kencong. 

Saus Kencong / Sambal Matah Kecap / Pacak
Gurami Bakar IDR 16,500/ons

The secret is our sweet soy sauce and consistent grilling. That’s why 

our barbecue-style carp is more than �ngerlicking good!

Pari Cabe Hijau IDR 25,000
What do you get when you combine deep fried ray with 

mouthwatering green chili? Our super yummy Pari �sh no doubt. 

Belut Cabe Hijau IDR 60,000
Our green chili is town-famous! It’s a good companion for all 

fried-dish, including our deep-fried eels as well. 

Ikan Cabe Ijo
IDR 19,000

Ikan Goreng
IDR 19,000

Easy, simple but never disappoints, 

order up a slice of our fried-�sh neat to 

go with your warm plate of rice. 

Ikan Sambal
IDR 19,000

Only the best snapper makes it into 

our kitchen, same goes for red chilli! 

Together, here comes our winning 

Ikan Sambal.

Ikan Fillet

Nice and easy, our soft �llet �sh dish 

comes with a variety of sauce for you 

to experience. Different style, same 

consistent taste. 

Asam Manis

Saus Padang

Sambal Matah

Saus Mentega

Gulai Kepala Ikan Mama Kari
Besar

IDR 165,000
Kecil

IDR 125,000
For a true �sh lover, the head part is a 

prized meal - especially when cooked in 

our Minang Style Mama Kari Sauce. 

Ikan Gembung Bakar
IDR 19,000

Forget salmon, it’s time for the 

healthalicious mackerel! We serve it 

ala barbecue for that charred-grilled 

perfection. 

Bilis Singkarak
IDR 36,000
Comes with the real taste ala Singkarang lake, 

get a taste of original in our special

Bilis Singkarak dish. 

Bilis Cabe Hijau
IDR 36,000
The �sh icon of Padang, don’t underestimate 

the power of this little �sh in big numbers- 

especially with our green chili in company. 

For your easy indulgence, this is a 

single serving of fried �sh drenched in 

our signature green chili. 
IDR 65,000

Ikan Steam Mama Kari
Fillet / Whole

IDR 26,000/ons
You're not in a proper Minang restaurant 

before tasting this truly authentic 

curry-style steam �sh. Tofu & eggplant 

complete the taste. 

Ikan Steam Pariaman

Inspired from oriental sauce, we use 

oyster sauce as the main �avor with 

more enticing ingredients, including 

abalone bits. 

Fillet / Whole

IDR 26,000/ons

Ikan Steam Imperial

The sweet aroma of mushroom and 

ginger completes our delicate oriental 

sauce, which pairs superbly with the 

soft and juicy �sh. 

Fillet / Whole

IDR 26,000/ons

Ikan Steam Malaka

Here comes a taste of Peranakan style 

dish in our steam �sh. The spicy and 

sour taste originates from tamarind 

and wry. 

Fillet / Whole

IDR 26,000/ons



For your love of seafood, we present a wide selection 
of the freshest and most scrumptious dish. Get your 
vitamin Sea here! 

Juicy prawns, �avorful squids, or tasty clams, �nd our catch of the 

day that ful�lls your wholesome appetite.

SEAFOOD

SEAFOOD
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Cumi Lada Hitam
IDR 45,000
A sizzling combination of fried squid, 

pepper bells, and black pepper that 

will make you want more. 

Cumi Goreng Tepung
IDR 45,000
Not just any fried squid, Bunda only uses 

special batter in the mixing, plus a fresh 

batch of frying oil to deliver this goodness.

Sambal Cumi
IDR 30,000
Get a bit of spicylicious �avor meets 

our fresh and toothsome squids. Each 

bite is a promise of excellence for you. 

Tauco Udang
IDR 65,000
We all need a little bit of tauco every 

now and then, so order up this robust 

prawn with a kick of spicy. 

Sambal Udang
IDR 35,000
Nothing is better than having a hot 

and spicy red chili shrimp as your dish 

companion. It’s simply a must!

Udang Saos Padang
IDR 75,000
Dipped in rich batter, fried to golden 

color, then drenched in our signature 

Padang sauce, treat yourself to this 

goodness right here.

IDR 75,000
A crispy and delicious golden dish with tantalizing 

aroma, we always make it extra crunchy and 

�avorful for your exciting meal. 

Udang Pasir Emas

Tauco Kepah
IDR 45,000
Need a substitute for your prawn tauco? 

How about some big-sized fresh clams for a 

change? Equally delicious and �avorful!

Udang Mentega IDR 75,000
Who doesn’t love this one? Sweet buttery yummy prawnsthat �t 

the entire family’s taste.

Udang Lada Hitam IDR 75,000
Black pepper is always a good idea when you want a slight heat 

that is intensi�ed by our juicy prawns.  

Udang Ruku Ruku IDR 75,000
A stir-fry prawn dish with special soy sauce and butter, this dish 

invites you into a world of sweet and savory pleasure. 

Udang Telur Asin IDR 75,000
A match made in heaven, our prawns and salted egg combo is a 

serious love affair you simply must try. 

Kerupuk Ikan Telur Asin IDR 58,000
Crispy �sh maw ( hupio ) chips that is deep-fried then rolled in 

salted egg goodness you can’t get enough of. 

Bakso Sotong IDR 55,000
Pure squid bits, all homemade! This special meatball dish is one you 

cannot �nd elsewhere, only with Bunda. 



KEPITING
Feeling crabby? Not anymore! Rasa Bunda presents all 
our best crab recipes just for you. Find your new 
favorite with us.  

We pride ourselves with robust crab dish that is consistent in taste, 

quality and aroma. From the hands of our chefs, for your absolute 

pleasure. 

M
ENU KEPITIN

G
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Kepiting Lada Hitam IDR 36,000/ons
Our recipe consists of butter, shallot, garlic, onion, black pepper 

and a series of authentic spices in creating this a staple Asian dish 

For you. 

Kepiting Mentega IDR 36,000/ons
Get a mouthful of tender crab meat with an extra creamy butter 

taste that's cooked to perfection in every way. 

Kepiting Saos Padang IDR 36,000/ons
Our rich and delightful Saos Padang always make a champion out 

of every dish, especially so with our selected fresh crab.

SOP
Say yes to a bowl of nourishing soup from Bunda. 
Made through hours of cooking, we use only the best 
ingredients, meats and vegetables in the making of 
soupy excellence. 

Crave something soupy to go with your meal? Our serving �ts for 

2-3 persons, making it excellent for individual or sharing portion.

MENU SOP
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Sop Buntut
IDR 98,000
An authentically Nusantara oxtail 

soup that is prepared hours-long for 

that rich and naturally sweet broth. 

Sop Ayam
IDR 40,000
Calling kids and adults alike, our 

traditional clear chicken soup offers

a hearty taste that warms the belly

and your heart. 

Sop Jagung Manis
IDR 40,000
Asian style sweet corn soup with the 

taste that reminds you of home, 

Bunda cooks it just how everyone 

likes it. 

Soto
IDR 25,000
A traditional Soto soup served with 

vermicelli, shredded chicken and a 

potato fritter. Perfect with rice or 

consumed as is. 

Sayur Asam
IDR 40,000
Presenting our own version of delicious 

vegetables in tamarind soup. Made from 

selected ingredients for a balance in 

�avors. 

Sop Tom Yum Seafood
IDR 45,000
Full-�avored and fragrant, enjoy a 

hot and sour seafood soup ala Thai 

that’s rich in each slurp. 

Kepiting Telur Asin IDR 36,000/ons

A salted egg rendition for crab ala Rasa Bunda, it’s a combo of 

salty, sweet and savory that blends well with soft crab �esh. 



SAYUR &
GORENGAN

Your meal at Rasa Bunda is not complete without 
one, two or more servings from our vegetables and 
fried assortments.  

Only the freshest natural products are used in the making of our 

dish. Experience a �avorful and authentic taste ala Rasa Bunda, all 

that reminds you of how a traditional meal should be. 
SAYUR
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Buncis Ebi IDR 20,000
01

Kangkung IDR 28,000
02

Sayur Pakis IDR 20,000

03

Sayur Genjer IDR 22,000
04

Bunga Kates Ebi IDR 22,000

05

Cap Chai Seafood IDR 50,000

06

Sayur Tauco IDR 22,000
07

Sayur Gulai IDR 13,000
08

Sayur Urap IDR 15,000

09

Sambal Lado
Kentang Ampela

IDR 15,000
10

Sambal Ikan Asin IDR 20,000

11

Sambal Teri Tempe IDR 18,000

12

01

02

03

07

10
11

09

12

08

04

05 06



Your meal at Rasa Bunda is not complete without 
one, two or more servings of our selection of vegeta-
bles and fried selections. 

Only the freshest natural products that make it into our kitchen! 

Experience a �avorful authentic taste ala Rasa Bunda, all that 

reminds you of traditional goodness - the way it should be.

Tempe Goreng IDR 6,000

01

IDR 6,000Perkedel Kentang
02

IDR 6,000Perkedel Jagung
03

IDR 15,000Kangkung Crispy
04

IDR 14,000Keripik Kentang Pedas
05

IDR 10,000Peyek Udang
06

08

Terong Lada Hitam IDR 30,000

07

Tauge Ikan Asin IDR 25,000

09

IDR 45,000Terong Ebi

10

IDR 35,000Tahu Telur

11

IDR 9,000Telur Dadar Minang

12

IDR 8,000Telur Bulat Gulai 

13

IDR 8,000Telur Bulat Lado Merah

SAYUR &
GORENGANGORENGAN
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Ifumie Bunda

A seafood Chinese noodle ala Bunda with 

tasty �sh balls and prawns plus a side of 

pickles. Simply a must for a true 

noodle fan. 

Mie Sop Bunda
IDR 25,000

IDR 38,000

Highly addicting, Mie Sop Bunda is made 

ala street-style that makes you always 

return for seconds. Select beehoon, 

noodle or both to go with the shredded 

chicken and meatballs. 

Nasi Goreng Rendang
IDR 45,000

Combining two best traditional favorites, fried rice 

and rendang, here comes the champion meal that 

is aromatic, tasty and juicy to the max.  

Ala carte serving of rice and noodle prepared in 
distinct and unique styles! This individual meal is made 
for one, but always a delight to share as well.

Offering you a plate full of choices, our rice & noodle menu consists 

of all the best variety that is ful�lling, enjoyable and special. 

NASI & MIE
NASI & MIE
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Nasi Bakar Tanjung
Rp 35,000

Presenting a Minang-style Nasi Solok wrapped 

in banana leaves and �lled with anchovy. 

Nasi Kuning Harum
IDR 45,000

No arti�cial ingredient is needed! 

Turmeric and coconut milk is all it takes, 

plus a side of fried chicken with spices 

and other assortments. 

Bihun Goreng Bunda
IDR 38,000
Try our mouthwatering stir-fried style 

beehoon that comes with vegetables, 

seafood, and a side of fresh pickles. 

Nasi Sayur Bunda
IDR 18,000
Bunda’s signature meal that �ts any time of 

the day, this one comes with tauco, potato 

chips, sambal teri tempe and red chili to 

complete your traditional taste.

Nasi Goreng Indonesia IDR 35,000
You can taste the dance of spices and �ne ingredients in our 

Indonesian fried rice, complete with diced fried chicken, 

sunny side up and pickles. 

Nasi Goreng Bebek IDR 45,000

Pairing our delicate duck meat with Bunda fried rice, we 

present something unique and bold for a traditional taste that 

satis�es your cravings. 

Nasi Goreng Hijau Pedas IDR 35,000
Bunda knows how to keep it balanced! That's why this hot and 

�avorful fried rice comes with just the right spiciness to keep you 

going for more. 

Nasi Goreng Margarita IDR 38,000

No alcohol is included in this seafood fried rice, just original spices 

such as lime and bay leaves, as well as bird’s eyes chili. 



VEGETARIAN

We are a vegetarian-friendly restaurant, making us 
one of the best family restaurants in town! All our 
menu here is meat-free and some also use imported 
ingredients for your best experience.

Don’t miss out our Mamakari Vege which is a special vegetarian 

dish with authentic �avor! Our vegetarian menu is meat-free, but 

still contains garlic as ingredient. Egg is optional.

VEGETARIAN
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IDR 35,000Tahu Telur

IDR 39,000Terong Sambal

IDR 30,000Gado Gado Tradisional

IDR 39,000Tahu Petak Tumis Mix Jamur

IDR 35,000Bihun Goreng Polos

IDR 35,000Jamur Tumis

IDR 98,000Mama Kari Vegetarian

IDR 30,000Lumpia Sayur

IDR 35,000Ifumie Jamur 

IDR 35,000Tahu Jepang Pedas

IDR 39,000Terong Lada Hitam

(Vegetarian)

IDR 35,000Nasi Goreng Margarita

(Saus Cabai Vegetarian)

IDR 20,000Kangkung Crispy

Genjer       Pakis       Buncis       Kangkung

IDR 29,000Sayur Tumis

KIDS MENU
Your little ones is our top priority, which is why our 
kid-friendly menu is all about the right portion, 
spicy-free taste, and nutrition-packed meal. 

Introduce the taste of Nusantara to your kids the awesome way 

with Rasa Bunda. All our kids meals are specially prepared with the 

best concern in mind. 
KIDS MENU
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Kids Chicken Set IDR 45,000

A kid’s size serving of white rice, egg of your choice, crispy water 

spinach, and butter chicken �llet. Comes with chicken soup, jelly 

and orange juice.

Kids Dory Set IDR 45,000

A kid’s size serving of soy-sauce fried rice, omelette, dory �sh 

�llet with mayonnaise, and corn fritter. Comes with corn soup, 

jelly and orange juice. 

Kids Squid Set IDR 45,000

A kid’s size serving of fried noodle, scrambled eggs, fried squid 

ball, potato fritter and ketchup. Comes with chicken soup, jelly 

and orange juice. 

Egg of your choice is available in sunny side-up, omelette, or scrambled

Egg of your choice is available in sunny side-up, omelette, or scrambled

Egg of your choice is available in sunny side-up, omelette, or scrambled
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& KOTAK
Celebrate your happy occasions with Rasa Bunda! We 
provide one of the oldest and most honorable Nasi 
Tumpeng that is done right, both in taste and tradition. 

To complete your Nasi Tumpeng orders, we also serve pre-packaged meal 

( Nasi Kotak ) complete with sides, drink, fruit and utensils. All deliciously 

prepared for your convenience. 

Nasi Kotak
Not just any nasi kotak, we prepare all boxes with style and care for 

the best looks and taste. Get a complete serving of dish of your 

choice, vegetables, sambal along with complimentary drink, fruit and 

eating utensils.  

Ayam

Ikan

Sambal Cumi / Udang

Dendeng

Telur

Perkedel

Daging Sapi

Nasi Tumpeng

Ayam Goreng Gurih

Udang Goreng Pasir Emas

Keripik Kentang Pedas

Sambal Ikan Asin

Sambal Teri Tempe

Sambal Hati

Perkedel Kentang

Telur Sambal Lado

Nasi Tumpeng Jumbo (5-8 pax)
IDR 588,000

With a taste and appearance that 

wows the crowd, this jumbo-sized Nasi 

Tumpeng comes with even more 

delectable selections for your most 

unforgettable occasions:

Nasi Tumpeng Medium (3-4 pax) Rp.388,000

If you’re looking to indulge with your small party, we recommend our 

medium-sized Nasi Tumpeng with all the complete must-have below:

Nasi Tumpeng

Ayam Goreng Gurih

Keripik Kentang Pedas

Sambal Ikan Asin

Sambal Teri Tempe

Sambal Hati

Perkedel Kentang

Telur Sambal Lado

We believe in the power of convenience, thus the birth 
of Rasa Bunda Rice Bowl. Serve in a practical cup for 
to-go, this modern packaging offers a wholesome taste 
for your satisfaction.
 
Choose up to a dozen of sides to go with your Nusantara style rice 

bowl! Each of the below menu comes in a serving of an adult portion 

and prepped with extra care. 

Ayam Goreng Bumbu / Mentega
IDR 28,000

Ayam Tangkap
IDR 28,000

Rendang Sapi
IDR 38,000

Bakso Sotong
Agung
IDR 30,000

Udang Pasir Emas /
Saus Padang
IDR 35,000

Ikan Sambal / 
Saus padang
IDR 30,000

Telur Dadar Minang / 
Perkedel Kentang
IDR 25,000

RICE BOWL
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Embrace the true taste of local desserts that are made 
to ful�ll your cravings. Our portion is perfect for 
individual or sharing!

When the freshest ingredients meet the best of brown sugar, 

coconut milk and fruits, you get a list of sweet treats that leave you 

wanting more.

ES ES BUNDA DESSERT

Happiness is �nishing your meal with a serving of 
desserts from Bunda. We made it different than 
the rest, with a little traditional taste and a lot of love. 

Always remember, “Stressed” is just “ Desserts” spelled backwards. 

Coincidence? We think not! Order up and let your

worries wash away.
ES ES BUNDA
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Es Teler
IDR 29,000

A real Indonesian fruit cocktail, 

indulge in our fresh assortments of 

yummy fruits and sweet taste.

Es Buah
IDR 29,000

More version of Indonesian fruit 

cocktail, minus the coconut milk 

but still the same good satisfying 

effect. 

Es Cendol Durian
IDR 29,000

A dose of durian give our regular Es 

Cendol a whole of different, 

de�nitely a must for durian addict!

Es Shanghai
IDR 29,000

A very coconut-y dessert! Comes with 

coconut milk, coconut �esh, black jelly 

and cucumber bits. Grenadine syrup 

completes the sweetness. 

Es Kalamansi
IDR 29,000

Want something zesty? Here’s our 

lemonade shaved iced with jelly, 

simple syrup and a topping of 

strawberry and kiwi cubes. 

Lupis
IDR 18,000

When you like it sweet and savory, our 

lupis ala Javanese is ready to delight. Psst, 

our palm sugar is �ngerlicking good to 

very last drop!

Fruit Platter
IDR 30,000

Rujak Alaska
IDR 30,000

Durian Pancake
IDR 30,000

The king of fruit is here to indulge. Enjoy 

3 pieces of Bunda’s special pancake, all 

wrapped in delicious thin layer with a 

sprinkle of chocolate dust. 

Es Cendol
IDR 29,000

Served with grassjelly, green rice �our 

jelly, fermented cassava, basil seed, 

coconut milk and palm sugar.

Es Poco Poco
IDR 29,000

Everything that makes you want to 

dance : brown sugar, avocado bits, 

chocolate ice cream, and drizzle of 

chocolate sauce and toasted nuts.

Es Pokat Kocok
IDR 29,000

Creamy texture, delicate �avor, and 

extra delicious, that’s why our 

Avocado Dessert is the winning 

dessert after every meal.

Es Longan Jagung
IDR 29,000

Enjoy a bowl of shaved 

iced with corn juice and 

kernels, longan fruits, 

fresh coconut and basil 

seeds.
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